Words for Numbers and Transcoding Processes Reflected by ERPs during Mental Arithmetic
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Abstract The effect of the code conversion process of Korean script (Hangul), also known as words for numbers, was investigated using event-related potentials (ERPs) during mental arithmetic operations. Study subjects were asked to determine whether the arithmetic results of a given target stimuli were correctly matched. Visual inspection and statistics of mean ERPs showed stimulus type-dependent processing rather than task-dependent processing. Results of addition and multiplication tasks revealed that the overall temporal profiles of the Arabic numerals were similar to the Hangul words for numbers. The only exception to this observation was a delayed positive-slope peak occurring around 300 ms, which was likely related to the encoding process of Hangul words for numbers to Arabic-digits, defined as a ‘transcoding-related potential.’ Source analysis confirmed that the topography of different waveforms for the two conditions was attributed to a single dipole located in the left temporo-parietal area; this area is known to be involved in Hangul words for number processing. These results suggest that the initial processing for encoding words for numbers was followed by arithmetic operations without direct access of abstract internal number representation.
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1. Introduction

Numbers can be expressed in various forms such as Arabic numerals, number words, Roman numerals, or array dots. Among these different types of expression, the two most common number codes are Arabic numerals.
and verbal words for numbers; these designations are used for the concepts involved in arithmetic operations (for example, the Arabic-digit ‘5’ or the word for the number ‘오, [o]’ which means five in Korean). Single-digit arithmetic operations are usually conducted using an Arabic-digit code that children learn when first introduced to number facts (Zhou & Dong, 2003). In the present study we examined different input codes to determine whether the arithmetic processes differed among the various inputs tested. Specifically, we investigated whether recognition of Hangul words for numbers are processed in the same manner as Arabic-digits. To evaluate this possibility we studied the difference between the two types of numerical inputs by assessing input stimulus identification of the same number concept represented in two different ways. In addition, we studied task-related event-related potentials (ERPs) to determine whether they reflected differences between the two numerical representations. The term ‘transcoding’ was used to define conversion of Hangul words for numbers to Arabic-digits. However, as to whether transcoding processes have direct access to semantic representation of number concepts or if asemantic transcoding routes for transformation into Arabic numerals exist at all continues to be a matter of debate (Delazer & Bartha, 2001) (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1] Two possible pathways for processing number concepts from words for numbers

Psychophysiological measures such as event-related potentials (ERPs) and fMRI scans have been used to study differences in the performance of diverse mental arithmetic problems, i.e., problem size effect or magnitude comparisons (Nunez-Pena MI, et al., 2005; Stanescu, et al, 2000) rather than comparing initial input codes and their associated mental arithmetic processes. To date, the neurobiological basis of transcoding has not been studied. It has been suggested that single-digit arithmetic operations can be divided into three stages of processing, namely, conversion of a number-related stimulus into an appropriate internal code, retrieval or calculation of the result, and lastly reporting the answer (Campbell & Epp, 2005; Michael, 2000). In this study, we evaluated whether the first two stages are processed differently according to the class of input code and arithmetic operation. Different types of input codes during the first stage of processing are thought to be differentially converted into internal codes called number concepts (Michael, 2000). Arabic-numerals can easily be changed directly to conceptual codes in order to calculate results; however, arithmetic written in the form of words for numbers may not be easily changed into a number concept. As shown in Figure 1, this difference might possibly be due to the novelty of the stimulus prior to concept definition.

We investigated whether there was a difference in arithmetic processing between the two operations described above. Differences between procedural strategies and verbal memory have been reported for calculation processes in prior studies (Campbell & Epp, 2005; Dehaene & Cohen, 1997). Therefore, if the transcoding for input code conversion occurs between Hangul words for numbers and number concepts, it is possible that another process that is qualitatively different from direct conversion is involved before the arithmetic operation is performed. The direct conversion of the words for numbers into number concepts, as is the case with Arabic-numerals, should therefore be reflected by the intensities of amplitudes of ERP measurements.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Study participants

Fourteen right-handed volunteers (9 male, 5 female) between the ages of 20 and 26 (mean age: 23.2 years) participated in this experiment. None of the subjects had neurological or systemic disease and all were confirmed to be right-handed by the right-hand assessment test. All participants had more than 12 years of education. This study was approved by the ethics committee at our institution and informed consent was obtained from each subject.
2.2 Experimental procedures

Experimental stimuli consisted of addition procedures using Arabic numerals and Hangul words for numbers; single digits were used for all calculations. Arabic digits used for the calculations were presented using a standard form whereby one Arabic digit was placed on each the left and right side of a centered operator (i.e., ‘5 + 6’). Hangul words for number calculations were presented in the same way as Arabic digits (i.e. ‘오[jo] + 육[juk]’, which means ‘five + six’ in English). To investigate the difference between number code types, we unified the symbols representing the different calculation tasks. The timing scheme of the trial is shown in Figure 2. The warning signal, which was denoted by three asterisks, was displayed for 200 ms. After a delay of 400 ms, the task stimuli were presented for 800 ms. Then, while the answer was displayed for 1000 ms, the subjects were required to determine whether or not the presented solution was correct by pressing a key designated either ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Half of the answers presented to the subjects were correct while the other half were incorrect. ERPs for multiplication were obtained using the same method as for the addition. A total of 72 stimuli for addition and 72 stimuli for multiplication were presented to each subject during the course of two sessions. Hangul words for numbers were displayed using the same method and the same number of stimuli as for the Arabic digits (Fig. 2).

EEG data was recorded from 32 sites on the scalp. We used the extended international 10-20 system mounted on a Quick cap by Brain Vision system (Ver. 4.2) at a sampling rate of 250 Hz. A linked-mastoid reference attached behind both ears was also used, and the electrode impedance was under 5 kΩ. A band-pass filter with cut-off frequencies at 0.5 Hz and 40 Hz was also used. The EOG artifact rejection criterion was set at + 50 uV and −50 uV. ERPs were collected separately and sampled from between 100 ms before and 600 ms after the onset of the stimulus. The mean amplitude and peak latency were used to evaluate the differences between conditions. Repeated measure two-way ANOVA was performed on the independent variables, stimulus types (consisting of Arabic-digit and Hangul words for numbers), and locations including the anterior, central, and posterior sites.

3. Results

3.1 Analysis of Amplitudes

The mean ERPs elicited by the two types of calculations exhibited similar patterns, consisting of N1-P1 complexes, N2, P300 and CNV components across all channels after the onset of the stimulus presentation (Fig. 3). As shown in Figure 3, the mean amplitude of the first N2 component ranged from 140 ms to 180 ms, where it appeared to be greatest at the parieto-occipital region for both addition and multiplication tasks. However, the two calculation tasks did not exhibit significant main effects for the stimulus type when classified as either Arabic digits or Hangul words for numbers (stimulus type: all F(1, 24) < 0.28, P > .60). Instead, as shown in Figure 3, the largest N2 amplitudes were elicited from the posterior electrode sites (location site: all F(2, 24) > 38.29, P < .001); no interaction between the two factors was observed.

Next, in the P300 component, Hangul words for numbers and Arabic digits did not show a main effect for the stimulus type based on the mean amplitude (F(1, 24) = 0.18, P > 0.67) during the addition task; however, the effects of the electrode location were greatest for the posterior sites (F(2, 24) = 38.08, P < .001). By contrast, a more positive P300 for multiplication tasks was found for Hangul words for numbers compared to Arabic digits for stimulus type and electrode sites (stimulus type: F(1,
2) = 2.66, P = .11; location site: F (2, 24) = 47.52, P < .001, respectively). The two tasks exhibited no interaction effects for stimulus type and location sites (all F(2, 24) < 0.37, P > .69).

A topographic map of the ERPs for the transcoding-related processes was computed by subtracting the data obtained for Arabic digits from the data on Hangul words for numbers on both the addition and multiplication tasks. As shown in Figure 4, for a given time period, more negative peaks with posterior bilateral temporo-parietal activation did not appear to be a function of calculation type. Further analysis was performed using BESA software (Brain Electrical Source Analysis; Version 5.1) to determine the locations of the transcoding-related neural sources underlying the differences between the input codes; a single-dipole model based on the mean difference of waveforms was used. PCA (principal component analysis) was applied to the 216-240 ms window, and the first spatial component of the PCA accounted for 94.0% and 97.8% of the
3.2 Analysis of Latencies

The data from the latencies of the N2 component based on the results of the 21 electrode sites with bilaterally increased activity in the posterior regions were analyzed by one-way ANOVA to determine whether a condition’s effect was associated with the stimulus type. The N2 latencies of the addition and multiplication tasks did not show an effect associated with the stimulus type (all F(1, 40) < 1.62, P > .21). Thus, the N2 component measure did not distinguish numerical expressions. Conversely, the peak latencies of the P300 components showed significant delayed responses between the two stimulus types for both addition and multiplication tasks (all F(1, 40) > 154.25, P < .001). The presence of these delayed latencies suggests that the two calculation task types, Hangul words for numbers and Arabic digits, are associated with an intermediate process related to encoding of Hangul words for numbers to Arabic digits. Data from the other pairs assessed during the addition and multiplication tasks associated with the Arabic stimulus showed no effect on latencies during the time range of interest (all F(1, 40) < .98, P > .33).

4. Discussion and Conclusion

Digits in the Arabic system have a defined magnitude; for example, the symbol ‘5’ written in Arabic denotes its corresponding number concept. Further, in auditory verbal coding, numbers expressed by spoken word can be easily transformed into Arabic-numerals, such as ‘5’, in order to identify the corresponding abstract number concept when heard or calculated. However, when words for numbers are presented visually rather than verbally, it is not yet known whether there is a specific process involved in number-word recognition and calculation. Neuropsychological models for transcoding or number processing have not focused on calculation of written number-words (McCloskey, et al., 1991; Dehaene, 1992), because this is not a problem for patients with language disorders and is not a function that interferes with normal activities of daily living. Further, prior studies have only focused on abnormalities in number processing and/or arithmetic concepts in adult subjects with brain trauma (Campbell & Clark, 1988; Dehaene, 1992), and thus processes involved in transcoding of arithmetical operations have had limited attention. The goal of this study was to improve our understanding of the transcoding process by evaluating responses to specific tasks using Hangul words for numbers and Arabic numerals and measuring responses to such stimuli with ERPs.

Three major components were observed during the time window evaluated in this study, namely, P1, N2, and P300. The first of these components, P1, appeared to be
bilaterally distributed in the parieto-occipital sites and was not influenced by calculation type. Secondly, negative deflection, or N2, exhibited neither an amplitude or latency effect for the stimulus types, with the exception of the posterior location, where there was an effect for both calculation types. Together, these findings suggest that Hangul words for numbers were processed primarily over the posterior sites. Lastly, the P300 component had the most sensitive time range for targets and revealed significant differences between the different stimulus types.

Both visual inspection and statistical analysis revealed that the ERP waveforms, related to both types of calculation, produced stimulus type-dependent differences between the two conditions as opposed to task-dependent differences. Specifically, with respect to stimulus type, both the addition and multiplication tasks were associated with similar overall temporal profiles, with the exception of the presence of N2 occurring at approximately 240 ms and a delayed positive-trending peak at P300 after 50 ms. As shown in Figure 3, for the different calculation task types, the ERP-patterns elicited by each stimulus type consisting of Arabic digits and Hangul words for numbers appeared to almost overlap across the full time range with little difference in the amplitudes of the N2 and P300 components.

During the tasks related to Arabic digit calculations, positive peaks that appeared earlier by approximately 50 ms were more pronounced than those found with Hangul word for number calculations. For Hangul-related calculations, processing of input related to the stimulus appeared to take longer (Fig. 3). The results for addition tasks were similar to those for the multiplication tasks. Specifically, the P300 latency of Hangul-related stimuli was significantly delayed compared to Arabic-digit stimuli, suggesting that any other cognition of an input code-related process such as Nd240 (from Hangul number-word to Arabic digit) could be considered to be transcoding, as evidenced by the latency effect (Fig. 4).

As reported in previous studies, brain regions associated with number processing have been identified by various psychophysiological measures such as ERPs or fMRI. These studies have located the associated activation of the horizontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus bilaterally, fusiform gyri bilaterally, and the angular gyri (Cohen, et al., 2000; Dehaene, 1992; Dehaene, et al., 2004; Simon, et al., 2002; Zhou, et al., 2006). Of particular relevance to the present study, topographic distribution of ERPs to transcoding-related processes has also been located at the temporo-parietal areas bilaterally for arithmetic operations. Furthermore, the finding in this study of the transcoding potential of Hangul words for numbers by BESA supports the idea that activation is indeed associated with both number processing-related areas and Hangul word processing-related areas (Lee, 2004). Together, these results imply that Hangul words for numbers and the corresponding conversion into Arabic-digits are processed simultaneously during the transcoding process (Fig. 5).

The results of this study demonstrated that cognitive processes involved in the calculations using Korean words for numbers were similar to those used for Arabic digit calculations. However, these similarities do not extend to conversion of words for numbers to Arabic digits, which is thought to involve transcoding processes for calculations using the Korean words for numbers. The ERP data associated with the transcoding processes demonstrated maximal amplitude at the left temporo-parietal areas consistent with the areas associated with both number processing and Hangul word processing.
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